Abstract-In x-and gamma ray based medical systems, detector performance is a key driver for diagnostic quality. Over the last years and decades, indirect conversion scintillator detectors have become the standard for many medical applications including X-ray Radiography, Computed Tomography and SPECT. Recently, direct conversion semiconductor detectors based on CdTe and CdZnTe (CZT) have come into focus, as they might offer improved or additional performance for specific applications. In this paper we use generic physical models to compare the spatial and spectral resolution of both detector types. The spatial resolution is quantified by the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF). We find that the direct conversion of quanta leads to an approximately sinc-like MTF. In comparison, the MTF of a pixelized scintillator detector shows a mid-frequency drop due to optical signal cross-talk.
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Abstract-In x-and gamma ray based medical systems, detector performance is a key driver for diagnostic quality. Over the last years and decades, indirect conversion scintillator detectors have become the standard for many medical applications including X-ray Radiography, Computed Tomography and SPECT. Recently, direct conversion semiconductor detectors based on CdTe and CdZnTe (CZT) have come into focus, as they might offer improved or additional performance for specific applications. In this paper we use generic physical models to compare the spatial and spectral resolution of both detector types. The spatial resolution is quantified by the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF). We find that the direct conversion of quanta leads to an approximately sinc-like MTF. In comparison, the MTF of a pixelized scintillator detector shows a mid-frequency drop due to optical signal cross-talk.
The spectral resolution of both detector types is described by the Detector Response Function (DRF). It yields the probability density D(E, E') to measure an incoming quantum of energy E as the output energy E'. As a general result we find that fluorescence X-ray cross-talk on one hand and charge sharing and optical cross-talk on the other hand significantly influence the DRF in both detector types. We compare the two detector types in a Computed Tomography application. For an integrating scintillator detector, a Poisson excess noise is observed and quantified. For a counting semiconductor detector, we describe the signficant low-energy shift in D(E, E'). The weighting functions of a two bin counting detctor are analyzed and compared to tube-based approaches. The results are summarized to show the trade-off between spectral and spatial resolution in medical imaging with direct conversion detectors.
Index Terms-Direct conversion, spectral resolution, spatial resolution, semiconductor detector, scintillator, Detector Response Function, DRF, Modulation Transfer Function, MTF.
INTRODUCTION
M EDICAL imaging devices often rely on the detection of X-and gamma ray radiation. Single Photon Emission Tomography (SPECT), Positron Emission Tomography (PET), Computed Tomography (CT) as well as radiography and mammography are prominent examples. From the early stages on, scintillator detectors based on materials like NaI, LSO, GaS and CsI performed the first step of radiation detection. Over the last years, an increasing number of scientific and commercial activities have employed direct conversion semiconductor detectors for medical imaging. For lower X-ray energies, amorphous selenium detectors are routinely employed in mammography detectors. For higher X-and gamma ray energies CdZnTe and CdTe have come into focus. SPECT prototypes in cardiology, scintimammography and small animal imaging have been presented, [1]- [3] . The authors report improved spectral resolution and underline the potential to perform dual-isotope imaging. For CT, direct conversion counting electronics and prototype systems have been built and evaluated, [4] - [7] . The high X-ray flux of more than 10 8 quanta per sand mm 2 is found to be a major challenge. A main reason for this is attributed to the dynamic material properties of CZT. It has been shown that defects like Te inclusions and subsequent inferior hole mobility lead to polarization in CZT detectors under medical imaging X-ray fluxes, [8] - [11] . The main mechanism is seen in the creation of a dynamic space charge in the semiconductor bulk, degrading the charge transport properties.
In this paper we evaluate the spatial and spectral resolution of indirect and direct conversion detectors. We establish a cascaded system model for the primary conversion processes of radiation into light or charges and the secondary transport processes in both cases. We assume that the detector material defects do not play a significant role. The results thus indicate an upper performance limit. Validation measurements for the indirect conversion detector are reported. As figures of merit we use the Modulation Transfer Function to quantify the spatial resolution and the Detector Response Function D(E, E') to describe the spectral behavior. The chosen detector setup parameters reflect typical specifications of X-ray detection detectors.
II. THEORY
The Modulation Transfer Function MTF(f) is commonly used to describe the spatial resolution of pixelized detectors, [12] . It is commonly used to describe pixelated scintillator and direct conversion detectors, see e.g. [13] , [14] .
The Pulse Height Spectum (PHS) is routinely used to describe the spectral resolution of PET and SPECT detectors. A typical PHS for a CZT pixelized detector and aNal Anger camera is shown in Fig. 1 . For X-ray applications, a generalization to arbitrary input energies E is helpful, [16] . The Detector Response Function (DRF) D(i,k)(E, E') yields a probability density to measure an incoming quantum of energy E as the output energy E'. Here the incoming quantum impinges on a central reference pixel, whereas the output energy is detected at the relative pixel position (i, k). 
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
---~~i each pixel I . The main primary interaction of the detector is an absorption of an incoming X-ray quantum by a gadolinium atom. The X-ray energxy is converted into light photons. The energy conversion rate is around 13% [16] . Secondary light photon transport takes place. Photons which reach the photosensor contribute to the output energy signal E'.
Two main physical effects in the detector have an impact on the spatial and spectral resolution in pixelized scintillator detectors: First, the primary energy deposition is not perfectly localized. For the high-Z atom gadolinium, absorption is governed by the photoelectric effect. This generates fluorescence escape photons with mean free path lengths in the order of several 100 /-lm. There is a substantial probability that the fluorescence quantum reaches a neighboring pixel or leaves the detector volume completely. Secondly, light transport is affected by optical cross-talk. Septa walls are designed with a limited thickness to optimize overall dose usage and light yield. As a consequence, a significant portion of the light is transfered to adjacent 'false' pixels, see Fig. 3a .
In order to describe all relevant physical transport processes we have established a Monte Carlo based simulation model, c.f. [13] , [16] . Verfication measurements show that the simulation model results fit very well to spatially resolved light sensitivity and MTF measurements of CT detectors.
The direct conversion CZT scheme is shown in Figure 3b . We have chosen the common-cathode design with pixelized anodes on the bottom surface of the semiconductor bulk. Pixels are established by funnel-shaped electrical fields of several 10QV/mm.
The physics of the primary energy deposition are comparable to the indirect conversion detector. However, the deposited energy is converted to charges rather than optical photons. The holes and electrons are separated and accelerated by the electrical field. Electrical pulse signals are induced on the electrodes. Due to the small pixel effect, the main signal pulse is generated when the electrons move in the funnel-shaped electrical field region close to the anodes.
The main signal degradation mechanisms 2 are comparable to indirect conversion scintillator detectors: First, fluorescence scattering takes place. Due to the lower K-edge energy, the mean free path lengths of fluorescence quanta in CZT are about 100 J-Lm. The smaller the pixel size, the more fluorescence cross-talk will affect the behavior of the detector. Secondly, the charge signal transport is affected by charge sharing. The moving charge cloud also induces electrical pulses on neighboring pixels, [17] , again mostly at the funnelshaped bottom part of the pixel field configuration.
We employ the following steps to model the physical processes in direct conversion detectors: The DRF allows us to express the statistics of the microscopic signal tranport processes as a macroscopic probability function. For the purpose of this paper, we can simplify its variable dependencies. In medical imaging, the pixel-topixel variation of the projected anatomical input signal is usually in the sub-percent to percent range. This is close to a flat-field irradiation of the detector. In this case, the mean signal cross-talk between pixels is symmetrical. We realize the flat-field approximation by irradiating the detector surface homogeneously. The simplified D(E, E') function is used to describe the results. Figures 3a,b show the set-up of pixelized direct and indirect conversion detectors: The scintillation detector in Fig. 3a is based on a GOS scintillator bulk material. Back-scattering Ti0 2 material is used to form pixels with typical dimensions of around 1 millimeter and below. A registered photosensor detects the secondary light photons at the bottom surface of l Note that radiography and mammography detectors follow similar design concepts. CsI is usually employed as a scintillator. It has the advantage of providing intrinsic light guiding properties due to its needle structure. This allows for an improved pre-sampling MTF at the expense of a reduced stopping power and signal speed.
2The aforementioned defect trapping mechanisms are assumed to be negligible. electronic noise in the signal. For high and medium flux applications, this has no major impact. The signal-to-noise ratio is mainly affected in low-flux situations like screening.
3Note that in both detector systems a small deviation in the zero frequency position is visible. This is due to the fact that fluorescence cross·talk leads to smaller signal contributions close to the pixel borders. effectively shrinking the pixel aperture. In comparison to this, the direct conversion detector is close to the ideal sinc behavior. The remaining deviations are mainly due to fluorescence escapes between adjacent pixels. Despite the fact that the pixel aperture has been more than halved, charge sharing plays only a minor role compared to the effects of optical cross-talk 3 . The Detector Response Functions of the indirect and direct conversion detector set-ups are shown in Figs. 5a,b. In both cases the probabilities are normalized to I for each input energy E. This leads to the respective color codings. Below 15 keV output energy E', the electronic noise in the counting direct conversion detector dominates the output behavior. The respective range has been omitted for better clarity.
The indirect conversion D(E, E') in figure 5a consists of the following structures:
Up to the Gd K-edge energy E K~5 0.2keV, a linear branch with E~E' is visible. Its broadening is explained by the energy conversion gain variance. The ouput energy peak has a tail towards higher ouput energies E' for increasing IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Figure 4 shows the MTF comparison between an indirect and direct conversion detector. The straight lines in red and blue are simulated curves, whereas the corresponding dashed curves show the respective ideal sinc functions. Details on the simulations and validation measurements of the scintillation detector can be found in [13] . The indirect conversion detector shows a mid-frequency drop. This is mainly due to optical cross-talk which leads to a low-pass signal filtering in the derector. In principle the mid-frequency drop can be recovered by appropriate inverse filtering at the expense of amplified ulation tool ROSI [18] which is based on the GEANT4 particle interaction simulation framework [19] , [20] .
2) Pulse generation:
A detailled charge transport model has been developed following the work of Eskin et al. [21] . A local weighting potential allows to calculate the signal pulse shape for arbitrary charge starting positions in the detector [22] .
3) Electronic read-out:
We have two main electronic design schemes for direct conversion detectors, depending on the priority of spectral and spatial resolution. Spectrally resolving detectors in SPECT and PET require a precise measurement of the energy of each quantum. Due to this the anode signals are usually filtered with comparably long shaping times. The signal is integrated and digitized. High resolution detectors on the other hand address applications in mammography, radiography and Computed Tomography. The corresponding electronics employ shorter shaping times close to the primary pulse duration. The filtered pulse signals are usually detected by amplitude threshold triggering [4] , [5] .
For this paper we have chosen a 2 mm thick CZT at 700 V bias with a quadratic pixel size of (450 J-Lm)2. The electronic threshold noise was assumed as 3 keV RMS. For this pixel size fluorescence cross-talk contributes significantly. The choice reflects mostly the high resolution case. For the GOS scintillation detector a material thickness of 1.4 mm and a pixel aperture of 1.2 rom is chosen. The spatial resolution is thus not directly comparable. We have chosen this setting to investigate if a direct conversion detector can provide improved spatial resolution at a reasonable spectral resolution. with a:(E):= quantum detection efficiency, (E'):= average output energy, a(E'):= output energy variance.
f(E) is a generalized energy-dependent Swank factor, see Fig. 6 as a result taken from [16] . The Poisson excess noise is most pronounced around the K-edge. A noise increase of about 15% is visible. This is due to the fact that the output signal variance increases strongly beyond the K-edge. For continuous input spectra, a typical excess noise of 5% to 10% can be estimated, depending on the input spectra and the patient attenuation.
For a counting direct conversion detector we can distinguish between the full energy resolution required in SPECT or PET and the binned energy resolution required for dual-energy CT or radiography. In the case of full energy resolution, D(E, E') contains directly the normalized PHS for specific input energies.
In the following we focus on the case of a two bin energy resolution. Like shown in Fig. 7a this is commonly achieved by using two threshold levels in the electronic read-out. The first threshold E th1 discards noise events. The second threshold E t h2 seperates the output energy range into two separate bins. The diagonal rectangular sections mark the quanta events which are correctly assigned. The lower right region contains high energy bin primary events which are falsely assigned to 4Note that semiconductor defects can strongly influence this behavior.
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input energy E. This light tailing effect is due to the fact that the light transport yield increases with the interaction depth which in tum increases with the input energy E. Above the K-edge energy, a secondary branch occurs. The events are formed by an absorption of the primary energy with a fluorescence energy loss to the surroundings. The corresponding re-absorbed fluorescence events are found in the third, approximately vertical branch starting at around 50 keY output energy. Its slight inclination is again due to the increase of the interaction depth with input energy. The overall absorption probability of the quanta is reduced with increasing input energy E. The low energy output events including Compton and Rayleigh scatter depositions are not shown, see [16] for a more detailed discussion of these.
The direct conversion detector D(E, E') in Fig. 5b has a more pronounced linear branch. Its stronger relative signal content is explained by the about two times higher intrinsic conversion gain of CZT and the reduced depth-dependency due to the small pixel effect 4 . The fluorescence branches appear at the lower Cd, Zn and Te fluorescence energies of 23 to 28 keY. The differential branches are consequently closer to the main linear branch. Charge sharing events create a low energy tail increasing towards lower ouput energies and overlapping with the fluorescence branches.
The spectral behavior described by D(E, E'} has consequences for both detector schemes. In the following we consider the cases of an integrating indirect conversion detector and a counting direct conversion detector as prominent examples. For integrating indirect conversion detectors it has been shown [16] , that the output signal variance increase leads to a Poisson excess noise. Following the work by Rabbani et al. [23] , a formula for the noise amplification has been established: the low energy bin. Fig. 7b shows the consequence of the low energy shift. We have assumed a 140kV tungsten X-ray tube input spectrum, see the shaded grey curve. The two detected spectra in the resepctive energy bins are given by the two straight curves.
Two effects are visible: First, the low energy detected spectrum loses low energy events. This is due to the fact that fluorescence events can carry away enough energy from a primary event to reduce the detected energy below the first energy threshold. Secondly, the two detected spectra overlap significantly. When we normalize both detected spectra to 1, we obtain the system weighting functions of the two energy bins. The overlap reaches around 60% and is thus comparably larger than the 40 to 50% overlap of dual kVp or dual-source CT, [24] . This indicates that the dual-energy measurement capabilities of direct conversion detectors are significantly affected by low energy shift mechanisms in the Detector Response Function.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have established and used physical detector models to compare the spatial and spectral resolution of indirect and direct conversion detectors. The Modulation Transfer Function MTF(f) and Detector Response Function D(E, E') have been used as figures of merit.
The MTF shows a mid-frequency drop for pixelated indirect conversion scintillator detectors. This is mainly due to optical cross-talk. For direct conversion semiconductor detectors, the MTF is close to the ideal sinc function. The remaining deviations are due to fluorescence X-ray cross-talk. Charge sharing plays only a minor role for the chosen pixel size of 450J-Lm.
The Detector Response Function D(E, E') has been used to qualify the SPectral resolution of both detector types. In both cases we find a main linear branch, fluorescence branches given by the respective fluorescence energies and differential branches. The direct conversion detector has a more pronounced linear branch due to the higher average conversion gain. In the indirect conversion scintillator detector, light crosstalk and light tailing due to a dependency on absorption depth are additionally visible.
Depending on the detector readout scheme, the DRF results have different implications. Two typical cases have been investigated. In an integrating CT scintillator detector, Poisson excess noise on the measured intensity signal is observed. The generalized Swank factor shows an average noise increase of 5 to 10% depending on the input sPectrum. For a counting direct conversion CT detector with energy binning the low-energy shift caused by fluorescence is significant. The weighting functions of the two bins overlap by around 60 % compared to 40 % to 50 % in tube-based approaches.
The results indicate the trade-off between spectral and spatial resolution in direct conversion detectors. The increased spatial resolution can help to improve medical imaging applications. However, the spectral resolution of CZT detectors depends on the level of fluorescence cross-talk. For CT and radiography applications with pixel sizes in the millimter to sub-millimter range, the energy resolution is degraded significantly. Without further measures, tube-based dual-energy methods probably offer comparable or better energy resolution. For SPECT and PET, larger pixel sizes in the 2 mm range potentially allow to retain the good intrinsic energy resolution.
